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Emirates is now Europe’s #1 long-haul
airline; passed British Airways in 2016
According to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data by The
ANKER Report, Emirates overtook British Airways in 2016 to
becomes the leading airline for intercontinental, long-haul
services (at least 3,500 kilometres) from European airports, as
measured by annual seat capacity. However, in terms of flights
and ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres) the UK flag-carrier is still
number one.
With the winter season (W18/19) now well under way, analysis
of the leading long-haul airlines from European airports
confirms that Emirates is still leading the way (by seats), ahead
of British Airways and two other European flag-carriers, Air
France and Lufthansa. Doha-based Qatar Airways ranks fifth,
ahead of the national airlines from the Netherlands, Turkey and
Russia. Then come the three remaining US legacy carriers split
by fast-growing Norwegian.

ranked in the top 15. In W18/19 Air China is the leading Asian
airline in 18th place. SWISS has also dropped out of the top 15
(to 17th) and the “new” airlines in W18/19 are Aeroflot, Etihad
Airways, Norwegian, Qatar Airways and Turkish Airlines.
Several US airports welcome new winter flights
A comprehensive list of new long-haul routes launched by
airlines during the first few weeks of the winter season is
presented on page 10 of this report. This does not include
routes that were started during the summer and are now
operating for the first time in the winter season. Aeroflot and
Norwegian have both made significant additions to their longhaul networks, while all three major Gulf carriers have added a
new European destination to their route portfolio.
The list of airports outside of Europe welcoming non-stop

Welcome

Ten years ago Emirates was just the
fifth biggest long-haul airline in Europe.
Now it is #1, significantly bigger than
British Airways. We look at the leading
long-haul airlines and leading airports.
Plus airport profiles on Belfast and
Malta, a look at Etihad Airways’s
European network, Wizz Air’s new
Krakow base and trends in the German
-Canary Islands and UK-India markets.
Plus six country updates and analysis of
almost 20 new launched routes.

Offering 36% more seats on long-haul flights than in W17/18,
the Scandinavian carrier is the fastest-growing of the top 15
airlines in this analysis, ahead of Qatar Airways (+23%) and
Iberia (+14%). Iberia’s significant growth is helped by the airline
still being shown as the marketing carrier for LEVEL’s long-haul
services from Barcelona, though its long-haul capacity from
Ralph Anker Madrid is still up 12% thanks to increased capacity, especially
ralph@anker-report.com on routes to South America.
How things have changed in a decade
Repeating the same analysis using data from a decade earlier
(W08/09 compared with W07/08) highlights some of the key
changes in the aviation market. Now only Emirates of the Gulf
carriers makes the top 15 (in fifth place) and there are six
airlines from North America. Continental Airlines and
Northwest Airlines merged with United Airlines and Delta Air
Lines, while Air Canada has slipped to 16th in the rankings in
W18/19. There is also an Asian carrier, Singapore Airlines
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scheduled European flights this winter, and which did not
welcome such flights last winter includes; Bandar Seri Begawan
in Brunei (Royal Brunei Airlines’s service to London LHR
previously operated via Dubai), Denpasar in Bali (served from
Moscow SVO by Aeroflot), Durban and Nashville (both served
by British Airways from Heathrow), Fort Myers in Florida
(served by Eurowings from Düsseldorf since May), Fuzhou in
China (to be served by Xiamen Airlines flying to Paris CDG
starting on 11 December), Indianapolis (served by Delta Air
Lines from Paris CDG), Perth (thanks to Qantas’s long-haul
flights from London LHR which launched earlier this year) and
St. Louis.
The last of these welcomed 5-weekly WOW air service from
Reykjavik KEF in mid-May, but sadly the route looks set to finish
on 6 January as part of the airline’s rationalisation of its
European and North American
continues on page 10
network.
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Barcelona is Etihad Airways’s latest European destination; capacity
still growing but four routes have been dropped in last two years
Abu Dhabi based Etihad Airways only launched services
in November 2003 and, by some measures, could be
considered the fastest-growing airline of all time, at least
during its initial years. Just like its Gulf rivals, Emirates
and Qatar Airways, routes to Europe have played a key
part in the airline’s network development, with flights to
Geneva, London LGW and London LHR all launching as
early as 2004.
Etihad Airways has added at least one new European
destination in 11 of the last 14 years with Barcelona
being the newest. Flights to Spain’s second city began on
28 November and marks the airline’s first new European
routes since introducing Istanbul SAW and Venice VCE in
2016. Service to Istanbul’s second airport only lasted
from July 2016 to March 2017, while flights to Venice
operated from the end of October 2016 to the end of
October 2017. As a result the number of destinations
served in Europe has fallen in each of the last two years
despite capacity increases of 6% in 2017 and 8% in 2018.
Other routes that have failed to stand the test of time
are Larnaka (last served in October 2016), London LGW,
which was dropped at the end of March 2007, and
Edinburgh which was last served on 30 September 2018.
Emirates and Qatar Airways both much bigger
Offering just over 3.1 million seats between its Abu
Dhabi hub and Europe in 2018, Etihad Airways’s offering
is significantly smaller than that of its two main rivals.
Qatar Airways looks set to offer around 7.4 million seats
between Doha and Europe in 2018, while Emirates is on
track to fly 11.8 million seats to Europe from its Dubai
DXB base.
UK & Germany share 50% of European ASKs
Looking at individual routes as measured by Available
Seat Kilometres (ASKs), the airline’s 3-daily service to
London LHR is almost twice as big as the airline’s second
and third busiest European routes, which are Paris CDG
and Manchester (both served 2-daily). According to
FlightGlobal schedules data the airline’s 10 A380s are
only used on two routes to Europe, London LHR and
Paris CDG.
In total, Etihad serves 14 countries in Europe with UK
(31%) and German (19%) services accounting for half of
the airline’s ASKs to Europe. The busiest European
airports not currently served by Etihad (now that the
airline has begun flights to Barcelona) are London LGW,
Moscow SVO, Paris ORY, Istanbul SAW and Copenhagen.
The first four of these are in cities that Etihad serves
using other airports, making Copenhagen arguably the
airline’s next most likely new route. Etihad currently
does not serve any of the Nordic hubs.
Unlike Emirates, Etihad Airways also operates some
narrowbody aircraft, 22 A320s and 10 A321s. In 2018
these aircraft have been used on routes to Athens,
Belgrade, Istanbul IST, Minsk and Moscow DME.

Etihad Airways’s European routes from Abu Dhabi 2004-2018
Year

Non-stop European destinations added

Non-stop European destinations no longer served

2004

Geneva, London LGW, London LHR

-

2005

Brussels BRU, Frankfurt FRA, Munich

-

2006

Manchester, Paris CDG

-

2007

Dublin, Milan MXP

-

2008

Minsk, Moscow DME

London LGW

2009

Athens, Istanbul IST, Larnaka

-

2010

-

-

2011

Düsseldorf

-

2012

-

-

2013

Amsterdam, Belgrade

-

2014

Rome FCO, Zurich

-

2015

Edinburgh, Madrid

-

2016

Istanbul SAW, Venice VCE

-

2017

-

Larnaka

2018

Barcelona

Istanbul SAW, Venice VCE

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for 2003-2018.
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Germany: Passenger numbers were up 7.5% in October.
Remember, last October airberlin was in the process of
collapsing. easyJet’s rapid growth at Berlin TXL has
helped that airport report 32% growth in October with
Germania the other airline reporting significant seat
growth compared with last October (+60%).
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Ireland: Traffic was up almost 8% in Ireland in October
with Dublin leading the way. Ryanair and Aer Lingus are
both growing solidly, but the fastest expansion has come
from Norwegian and Flybe.
Netherlands: Dutch traffic grew by almost 4% in
November with the country’s secondary airports
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growing much faster than movement constrained
Amsterdam. The top five airlines all increased capacity
by between 5% and 9%. Air France and Vueling
registered decreases in seats while Wizz Air (+13%) was
the fastest-growing of the top eight airlines despite
dropping five routes and adding only two.
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Malta welcomes over 30 new services in last 13 months as Air Malta
now co-operating with Ryanair; almost 7 million passengers in 2018
Located just 80 kilometres south of Sicily, the island of
Malta has seen passenger numbers double in the last
decade from three million in 2007 to six million in 2017.
Last year saw demand grow by an impressive 18%, the
highest rate this century, with almost one million
additional passengers passing through the airport.
The additional capacity in 2017 came primarily from
Ryanair which added around 500,000 additional seats,
though Air Malta, Lufthansa and Wizz Air all contributed
significantly, each adding at least 100,000 extra seats.
Growth since 2009; just short of 7m pax in 2018
Between 2000 and 2009 passenger numbers had
fluctuated between 2.7 million and 3.1 million, with
traffic falling in five of those years and increasing in four
of them. Joining the EU in May 2004 did not have a
significant impact on traffic development. However,
starting in 2010 when demand was up 13%, traffic has
grown by at least 3% every year, with double-digit
growth not only in 2010 but also in 2013 (+11%), 2016
(+10%) and 2017 (+18%).
This year will see records broken once more, with
passenger numbers up 13% in the first 10 months of the
year, suggesting that almost seven million passengers
will pass through the airport in 2018. In the peak
summer months of July and August the airport handled
over 750,000 passengers.
Ryanair and Air Malta now co-operating (a bit)
Air Malta’s share of scheduled seat capacity at the
airport has fallen dramatically during the last decade
from just under 70% in 2006 to less than 30% in 2017.
The airline driving Malta’s impressive growth in recent
years is Ryanair, which first began serving the island
from London LTN and Pisa in late 2006. In 2010 Ryanair
made Malta a designated base and this summer served
over 50 destinations from the island.
By 2016 Ryanair had overtaken Air Malta as the leading
airline at the airport. Last year Ryanair had quite a lead
over Air Malta, but this year the national carrier has
bounced back and increased its market share at the
airport for the first time since 2009. On 21 August the
two carriers announced an on-line sales partnership
whereby visitors to Ryanair’s website would be able to
book Air Malta flights on 21 routes.
In 2018, Air Malta and Ryanair combined account for
over 65% of scheduled seat capacity in Malta with
easyJet (5%), Wizz Air and Lufthansa the next biggest
carriers at the airport.
Air Malta’s network expansion
Despite a fleet of just nine A320-series aircraft, Air Malta
has launched several new routes since the end of S18
including Cagliari, Casablanca, Comiso, Frankfurt, Kiev
KBP, Lisbon, London SEN, Malaga, Manchester, St.
Petersburg and Venice VCE. The winter season has also
seen the resumption of German routes to Berlin,
Hamburg and Leipzig.
Over 30 new routes launched since end of S18

Jet2.com (to Belfast BFS, Birmingham and London STN),
TUI fly Deutschland (to Cologne Bonn and Hamburg),
Volotea (to Bilbao and Nice), Wizz Air (to Vienna) and
the resumption of Iberia Express flights from Madrid.

Transavia to serve Amsterdam, while Norwegian and
Vueling are also present at the airport. Emirates is the
only one of the major Gulf carriers to serve Malta with
its flights operating via Larnaka in both directions.

Since October 2017 Malta has welcomed well over 30
new services mostly from Air Malta and Ryanair, but also
from other carriers including easyJet (to London SEN),

Most of Europe’s major flag-carriers are present at the
airport, though several only operate flights during the
peak summer season. KLM uses its in-house LCC

Looking ahead, Ryanair has already announced plans to
start 10 new routes from Malta next summer, including
Cardiff, Cork, Exeter, Luxembourg, Nantes and Oslo TRF.
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Greece: Passenger demand at Greek airports was up
almost 9% in October with Athens reporting an almost
8% increase in traffic. Several holiday airports saw traffic
up between 20% and 30% in October. Local domestic
carrier Sky Express continues to report capacity growth
of over 80% while Ryanair’s Greek capacity is down 8%.
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Poland: Double-digit growth continued in Poland into
October with five of the top seven airports seeing
passenger growth of at least 9%. At least for now,
Ryanair and Wizz Air are growing less quickly in the
Polish market than the national carrier LOT Polish
Airlines, which saw capacity growth of 22%.
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UK: London’s two biggest airports both reported
passenger growth in September of less than 1%, while
Manchester traffic was down 1%. London STN (+9%) and
Belfast BFS (+12%) were the star airports in the top 12
while Jet2.com continues to be the fastest-growing
airline in the top 12, well ahead of Norwegian.
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Germany is fastest-growing Canary Islands market in W18/19; TUI fly
and Condor are biggest carriers but growth coming from others
While plenty of people find the thought of travelling in
winter from a cold northern European country (such as
the UK or Germany) to an even colder destination so
that they can enjoy some time skiing, other people
prefer to get away from the cold and head for
somewhere significantly warmer. This is the appeal of
the Canary Islands, part of Spain, but a lot closer to the
equator and therefore much warmer in winter.
Over three million German visitors in 2017
The Canary Islands are served by several major airports.
In terms of total annual passengers they are led by Gran
Canaria (13.1 million passengers in 2017) followed by
Tenerife TFS (11.2 million), Lanzarote (7.4 million) and
Fuerteventura (6.0 million).
According to German government statistics over three
million passengers departed German airports in 2016
and 2017 for destinations in the Canary Islands with the
four already mentioned airports dominating the market.
This winter the German market to the Canary Islands is
still around 30% smaller than the UK market, but it is
almost seven times bigger than the third biggest country
market of Italy. However, the German market in 2019 Q1
is growing at over 9%, more than three times the growth
of the UK market (+3%).
Between 2002 and 2013 annual departing passengers
from Germany to the Canary Islands was relatively stable
at around 2.5 million, though there was a significant dip
in 2009 and 2010 after the global economic recession.
However, 2014 saw significant growth (of 12%) followed
by a year of consolidation and then further growth of
11% in 2016, followed by another year of consolidation
in 2017.
5% growth expected in W18/19
The latest schedule data for W18/19 suggests that
capacity across the whole of the period (November 2018
to March 2019) will increase by just over 5% with more
growth coming in the latter part of the period. Condor
and TUI fly Deutschland are the two leading carriers in
the market each offering over 400,000 seats from
German airports to the Canary Islands. However,
Condor’s capacity looks set to be around 3% down on
last winter while TUI’s German airline is only growing
seats by around 2%.
Growth is coming from Eurowings (+57%), Germania
(+21%) and newcomer Laudamotion. The Austrian-based
Ryanair-supported carrier is serving all four main Canary
Island airports from Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf this
winter.
The biggest non-German carrier in the market, Ryanair,
is actually set to offer 13% fewer seats this winter. It has
dropped three routes this winter; Bremen to
Fuerteventura, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden to Tenerife TFS,
and Weeze to Gran Canaria.
In contrast, Norwegian will grow its capacity on its
routes to Gran Canaria and Tenerife TFS despite
withdrawing these routes from Cologne Bonn and Berlin
SXF. Instead, it is more than compensating for these
losses by increasing frequency on these routes from
Düsseldorf, Hamburg and Munich.
Düsseldorf #1, Paderborn/Lippstadt new for W18/19
A total of 22 German airports are offering the equivalent
of at least one flight per week to the Canary Islands this
winter, with Düsseldorf by far the busiest airport for
such routes. It is also benefitting from growth of 24% in
seats this winter, while second-ranked Frankfurt has
seen its Canary Island capacity fall by 14%.
Out of the top 15 German airports for Canary Island
capacity seven are expecting growth in the market this
winter (shown in green). However, seven airports are
currently looking at capacity declines (shown in red),
with Bremen (-15%) the only airport to see a bigger drop
in percentage terms than Frankfurt.
Berlin TXL’s 87% growth results in almost 69,000
additional seats which beats the 62,000 additional seats
generated by Düsseldorf’s 24% increase in capacity.
Although not in the top 15, Paderborn/Lippstadt
welcomed back flights to the Canary Islands on 2
November, when TUI fly Deutschland began flights to
Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria and Tenerife TFS.

The ANKER Report
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Air India on 17 November began 3-weekly non-stop
service between Bengaluru and London LHR. Operated
by the airline’s 787-8s, the 8,050-kilometre route is
already operated daily by British Airways, which has
served the market since October 2005. Kingfisher
Airlines (remember them?) also connected the two
airports with non-stop flights between September 2008
and September 2009. To enable this new route to start
Air India has suspended its London LHR to New York
EWR service (which also operated 3-weekly) and
transferred the slots to the new route. Air India already
serves Delhi (2-daily), Mumbai (daily) and Ahmedabad
(4-weekly) non-stop from Heathrow. For more on the
evolution of the UK-India market see page 9.

other carrier serves the 5,180-kilometre route. However,
it is worth noting that Emirates this winter is connecting
Barcelona and Dubai with 2-daily flights while Qatar
Airways is offering 18-weekly flights between the
Spanish city and Doha. Frequency on Etihad’s new
service to Barcelona is set to increase to daily at the
start of S19. For more on Etihad Airways’s history of
service to Europe see page 2.

Turkish Airlines launched flights to yet another country
on Monday 26 November when it started serving Banjul
in The Gambia via Dakar in Senegal from Istanbul IST.
The 2-weekly (Mondays and Fridays) service using the
Star Alliance member’s 737-900ERs operates IstanbulDakar-Banjul-Istanbul. During 2018 Banjul has been
served non-stop from Europe by Thomas Cook Airlines
(from Birmingham, London LGW and Manchester),
Binter Canarias (from Gran Canaria), TUI fly Belgium
(from Brussels) and Vueling (from Barcelona). As a result
of this new service Turkish Airlines now serves 47
destinations in Africa across 35 countries.

Etihad Airways has launched its first new European
route since October 2016 when the carrier launched
service to Venice VCE. On Wednesday 28 November the
UAE carrier began 5-weekly service from its Abu Dhabi
base to Barcelona, its second destination in Spain after
Madrid (which was launched in March 2015). The
inaugural flight was operated with a 787-9 but thereafter
the route will be flown using the airline’s A330-200s. No
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Laudamotion all serving the market 2-weekly in
December. Austrian Airlines will also provide direct
competition on the Larnaka and Nice routes.
In addition to its expansion at Vienna Wizz Air also
began two further new routes in the last fortnight
between Cluj-Napoca and Lyon (2-weekly from 20
November) and between Pristina and Basel-Mulhouse
(3-weekly from 20 November). The former 1,440kilometre route faces no competition. However, the
latter route is already served by easyJet (6-weekly) and
Germania (2-weekly). This winter Wizz Air is operating
flights to 32 destinations from Cluj-Napoca compared
with 30 last winter. Apart from Lyon, there are also new
routes to Birmingham, Liverpool and Vienna. However,
flights to Bucharest and Budapest have been dropped.
Wizz Air is the dominant carrier at Cluj-Napoca with
around 68% of scheduled seat capacity this winter, up
from 66% in W17/18. The airline’s only other service to
Lyon is from Warsaw WAW, which it launched in June
2017. This winter Wizz Air is offering five routes from
Pristina compared with just two last winter. The existing
services from Budapest and London LTN have now been
complemented by new routes to Dortmund (starting 15
December) and Memmingen (launched on 30 October)
as well as Basel-Mulhouse.

Wizz Air during the last fortnight has massively
expanded its route network from its new base in Vienna.
A total of 12 new routes have been added from the
Austrian capital. Dortmund will initially be served 6weekly and Tenerife TFS 3-weekly. The other 10 new
routes to Bergen, Billund, Catania, Eilat/Ovda, Kharkiv,
Larnaka, Lisbon, Nice, Nis and Ohrid will, at least to start
with, all be served 2-weekly. On seven of the 12 routes
Wizz Air faces no direct competition, at least during the
winter period. The Tenerife TFS route is the most keenly
contested with Austrian Airlines, Eurowings and
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Belfast flights dominated by routes to rest of UK especially London;
easyJet dominates International while Flybe is biggest carrier at City
Last year saw Belfast’s two airports handle a total of 8.4
million passengers, the first time the city’s airports had
welcomed more than eight million customers. The
previous record was 7.82 million, set in 2016, a year in
which demand had increased by more than 10% for the
first time since 2002.
After peaking at 7.8 million passengers in 2009, the city’s
airports saw total passenger numbers drop in each of
the next three years before stabilising between 2011 and
2014 at around 6.5 million.
The last three years have seen a return to growth and
figures for the first nine months of 2018 again show total
traffic growth, with Belfast BFS’s 5.6% passenger
increase more than compensating for the 1.5% drop in
traffic at Belfast BHD. Belfast BFS has actually reported
double-digit growth in July, August and September.
easyJet dominates International, Flybe big in City
Both Belfast airports have a dominant carrier. Analysis of
FlightGlobal schedules data for 2018 shows that easyJet
accounts for 73% of seat capacity at Belfast BFS with the
next two biggest carriers, Ryanair and Jet2.com having
14% and 7% of capacity respectively.
At George Best Belfast City Airport (named after the
legendary Manchester United footballer) Flybe accounts
for 69% of seats, well ahead of Aer Lingus and British
Airways who both have around 14% of capacity this year.
UK routes dominate
Domestic routes to the rest of the UK dominate at both
airports. Combining passenger figures from both airports
reveals that the top nine routes from Belfast in 2017
were to airports in England and Scotland. Four of these
airports serve London, two were in Scotland with
Birmingham, Liverpool and Manchester being the other
airports. The leading international destination in tenth
place was Malaga, with two other Spanish destinations,
Alicante and Palma de Mallorca ranking 13th and 15th.
All four of the international routes in the top 15 (the
other being Faro) reported passenger growth of at least
14% in 2017, confirming a growing appetite for non-stop
international services from Belfast.
Domestic routes are particularly strong at Belfast BHD.
This is primarily due to the downtown airport having a
runway length of just over 1,800 metres which limits the
types of aircraft and their effective range.
Spain the most popular international market
Spain is by far the leading international country market
from Belfast, well ahead of Portugal, Poland and the
Netherlands. The majority of international flights are to
leisure destinations across Spain and Portugal.
The number of major mainland European cities served
with at least daily flights during the summer is limited to
just Amsterdam which is served daily from both airports
(by KLM from City and by easyJet from International).
Paris CDG is served 6-weekly by easyJet from
International while the UK LCC also operates 5-weekly to
Barcelona.
Krakow is served 6-weekly from International, with
easyJet and Ryanair both operating 3-weekly on the
same days (Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays).
easyJet, Jet2.com and Ryanair add routes in 2018
Comparing S18 with S17, Belfast BHD welcomed the
resumption of flights with Flybe to Doncaster Sheffield.
However, Aer Lingus flights to Alicante and Palma de
Mallorca were discontinued and Icelandair’s service to
Reykjavik KEF (operated by Air Iceland Connect and
launched in June 2017) was also a no-show in S18.
At Belfast BFS, Ryanair moved its London LGW service to
London STN and also began daily service to Manchester
and 2-weekly service to Malta. easyJet added new
routes, all served 2-weekly, to the Isle Of Man, Naples,
Valencia and Venice VCE.
The biggest development in terms of new routes came
from Jet2.com which added nine new destinations this
summer to Almeria, Antalya, Dalaman, Funchal,
Heraklion, Malta, Naples, Pafos and Rhodes. However,
eight of these operated just weekly. This winter easyJet
has added Fuerteventura, Prague and Salzburg, while
leisure flights to Tunisia are set to resume in S19.
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UK-India market welcomes three new routes in 2018; London flights
to Delhi and Mumbai dominate with traffic growing quite slowly
Given the rapid growth of domestic aviation in India in
recent years it is perhaps surprising that the UK-India
market has seen relatively little growth for more than a
decade. Between 2003 and 2007 passenger numbers on
non-stop flights between the UK and India grew by over
150% from under one million passengers to 2.5 million.
However, since then passenger numbers have remained
little changed climbing to between 2.6 million and 2.8
million between 2013 and 2017.

began a 5-weekly service between Mumbai and
Manchester using A330-200s, while Air India began
direct flights between Amritsar and Birmingham earlier

this year to complement the airline’s existing service to
Delhi. In 2018 British Airways has 35% of annual seat
capacity followed by Jet Airways 30% and Air India 25%.

A significant alternative for passengers wanting to travel
between the two countries is provided by the major Gulf
carriers (Emirates, Etihad Airways and Qatar Airways)
which all offer connections from multiple UK airports to
a wide range of airports in India.
Heathrow to Delhi & Mumbai routes dominate
The majority of capacity on non-stop routes between the
UK and India is on just two routes; Heathrow to Delhi
(operated by Air India, British Airways, Jet Airways and
Virgin Atlantic) and Heathrow to Mumbai (flown by Air
India, British Airways and Jet Airways). There are also
non-stop flights from Heathrow to Ahmedabad with Air
India and to Bengaluru, Chennai and Hyderabad with
British Airways.
Air India recently joined British Airways in serving the
Heathrow to Bengaluru route, using the slots it had at
Heathrow for its now abandoned service to New York.
Jet Airways launches Manchester service
Two other new routes between India and the UK have
been introduced in 2018. On 5 November Jet Airways

Wizz Air to launch Krakow base with 12 routes and two A321s in S19
Wizz Air recently announced that it will start operating
from Krakow next April, opening a base at the airport in
May when it stations an A321 at the airport. A second
A321 will be based at the airport from mid-September.
Already the leading carrier at nearby Katowice (see Issue
28 of The ANKER Report) Wizz Air will be entering an
airport where Ryanair is the leading carrier and served
over 50 destinations from the airport in S18.
Avoiding competing directly with Ryanair
Wizz Air has announced a total of 12 routes from Krakow
spread across nine countries:
•
•
•

will be flown by a London based aircraft while the Kiev
route will be flown with a Kiev based aircraft. When the
base opens in May only one of the two daily Luton flights
will be served with a Krakow based aircraft. The 4weekly Kiev flights will continue to be operated by a
Ukraine based aircraft.
As a result, Wizz Air will be operating 32-weekly flights
from Krakow but 11 of them will be flown using aircraft
based elsewhere. The remaining 21-weekly flights will be
operated as per the aircraft rotation plan shown below
with three rotations every day of the week. When the
second aircraft arrives in mid-September both London

flights will then be flown using Krakow-based aircraft,
leaving only Kiev flights operated by an aircraft not
based in Poland.
Polish flights up over 70% since 2014
Between 2010 and 2014 Wizz Air’s flights in the Polish
market remained virtually unchanged. However, in the
last four years the number of flights operated has
increased by over 70%, increasing 28% in 2015, 11% in
2016, 9% in 2017 and 11% in 2018. Its biggest bases are
currently Warsaw WAW, Gdansk and Katowice, although
it also offers flights in 2018 from Lublin, Olsztyn-Mazury,
Poznan, Szczecin and Wroclaw.

Bari: 3-weekly from May
Billund: 2-weekly from May
Catania: 2-weekly from May, 3-weekly from midSeptember
•
Doncaster Sheffield: 3-weekly from May
•
Kharkiv: 2-weekly from September
•
Kiev IEV: 4-weekly from April
•
Kutaisi: 2-weekly from September
•
Larnaka: 2-weekly from September
•
London LTN: daily from April, 2-daily from May
•
Nice: 2-weekly from May
•
Oslo OSL: daily from September
•
Turku: 2-weekly from May
The only direct competition will come from Norwegian
on the route to Oslo OSL and easyJet on the route to
London LTN. The latter route was only launched at the
beginning of W18/19. Indirect competition will come
from Ukraine International Airlines on the Kiev route
while there will be additional indirect competition on the
London route from British Airways (to Heathrow),
easyJet (to Gatwick) and Ryanair (to Stansted).
When flights launch in April the daily London LTN service
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London and Dubai top airport rankings
Looking at the leading airports in Europe for long-haul
capacity this winter reveals London LHR as the clear
winner ahead of Paris CDG, Frankfurt and Amsterdam.
Overall, seat capacity on long-haul routes from Europe
this winter is up just under 9%. Among the top 15
airports in Europe, eight are growing faster than the
average with Moscow SVO (+32%) leading the way
followed by Milan MXP and Paris ORY (both 15%).
Dubai leads the list of the most popular destination
airports for long-haul flights from Europe, well ahead of
New York JFK and Doha. However, combining figures for
JFK with those for Newark would result in a much closer
result, though Dubai would still be ahead of New York.
Of the top 15 long-haul destinations, three are in the
Middle East (shown in green), six are in Asia (shown in
blue) and six in the US (shown in red). The only top 15
destinations showing double-digit capacity growth
compared with W17/18 are Doha (+23%) and Singapore
(+14%).

A selection of non-stop, intercontinental,
long-haul routes launched this winter
(beginning of October to mid-December)
involving European airports
Airline

New route (launch date, weekly frequency)

Aeroflot

Moscow SVO - Colombo (28 Oct, 5), Moscow SVO - Denpasar (28 Oct, 3), Moscow SVO - Dubai DWC (29 Oct, 7)

Air Arabia

Prague - Sharjah (11 Dec, 5)

Air India

Frankfurt - Mumbai (16 Oct, 4), London LHR - Bengaluru (17 Nov, 3)

Air Italy

Milan MXP - Delhi (6 Dec, 3), Milan MXP - Mumbai (13 Dec, 4)

Alitalia

Milan MXP - Male (1 Nov, 2), Rome FCO - Mauritius (26 Oct, 3)

Austrian Airlines

Vienna - Cape Town (27 Oct, 2)

Avianca

Munich - Bogota (16 Nov, 5)

British Airways

London LHR - Doha (1 Dec, 7), London LHR - Durban (29 Oct, 3)

China Eastern Airlines

London LGW - Shanghai PVG (7 Dec, 3)

Condor

Frankfurt - Kuala Lumpur (1 Nov, 3)

Emirates

Edinburgh - Dubai DXB (1 Oct, 7)

Etihad Airways

Barcelona - Abu Dhabi (28 Nov, 5)

Eurowings

Düsseldorf - Bangkok (28 Oct, 4), Düsseldorf - New York EWR (1 Dec, 6)

flydubai

Helsinki - Dubai DXB (11 Oct, 7), Zagreb - Dubai DXB (2 Dec, 7)

Jet Airways

Manchester - Mumbai (5 Nov, 5)

Kuwait Airways

Milan MXP - Kuwait City (29 Oct, 3)

LEVEL

Paris ORY - Pointe-a-Pitre (1 Oct, 5)

Norwegian

Copenhagen - Krabi (31 Oct, 2), London LGW - Tampa (2), Oslo - Dubai DXB (28 Oct, 5), Oslo - Krabi (28 Oct, 2), Stockholm - Krabi (31 Oct, 2)

Oman Air

Moscow DME - Muscat (28 Oct, 7)

Qatar Airways

Gothenburg - Doha (12 Dec, 4)

Royal Brunei Airlines

London LHR - Bandar Seri Begawan (28 Oct, 7, previously operated via Dubai)

SAS

Copenhagen - Hong Kong (28 Oct, 5)

Sichuan Airlines

Copenhagen - Chengdu (10 Dec, 2)

WOW air

Reykjavik KEF - Delhi (6 Dec, 3)

Xiamen Airlines

Paris CDG - Fuzhou (11 Dec, 2)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data. Long-haul route defined as being over 3,500 kilometres and to a destination outside of Europe.
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